PENRYN TO PERRANWELL
Walk Six: Distance: Approximately 5 miles
Walk Six - Penryn to
Perranwell
This walk takes you through the Enys
Estate on tracks and rural roads to the
Norway Inn. Visit St Piran’s Well before
using tracks and paths to the Royal Oak
and a millennium path to the station.
From the station turn left down Station
Road. At the junction turn right and
then take the left fork down Brown’s
Hill (signed Truro B3292). Follow the
park boundary round to the right
before crossing the road to go up the
lane opposite - Durgan Lane. When
you reach the junction continue on up
to the first road on the right - opposite
Bella Vista Gardens. Go along this road
passing the roads Old Well Gardens
and Bohelland Rise before turning
left into a farm lane (to Pencoose).
Follow the lane to pass the
farmhouse and along, bear right
then down the track - this can
be partially flooded at times to a gateway ahead where the
distinct track goes into the field
on the right. Go right here and
follow the right hand hedge to the
end of the field.
Just before the gate ahead look for a
stile into the copse on your left. At the
end of the copse turn left and follow the
farm lane to the bend.
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Continue ahead using the gateway onto a grassed area and on to cross Enys Drive to
another stile into a field.
Now follow the left hedge to another stile, bearing left across a track to a waymarked path
to your right. The path goes down through woodland to the stream before going up steps
into a field. Go up the field beside the right
hedge to a gate into woodland. Keep to the
path ahead through the wood and on to
a granite stile onto a vehicular track.
Turn left up to a gateway, ignoring
a driveway on the left, into a
field ahead. Turn right in the field
and follow the right hedge line
to a track, through a gateway to
another vehicular track. Follow this
along to the road at Stockdale.
Turn right and follow the road to
the first road on the left. Left here then first left and then first right. Follow this road
along and down to the A39. Turn right before crossing the road at the second island, just
before the Norway Inn.
At the far end of the Inn follow the lane uphill - notice the path down to St Piran’s Well.
Continue uphill where the lane becomes a hedged path. At the road
turn
right and continue uphill, passing the church, before reaching a gated farm lane ahead.
Go along then down the lane which becomes a hedged path, with a couple of stiles,
before reaching the road beside the village post office.
The Royal Oak pub is a few yards uphill.
Turn right down through the village, passing the
Methodist church, and then up Station Road. Part way
up the hill go onto the Millennium path which goes
parallel to the road before regaining the road shortly
before the station on your left.

